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VISION
A community of connected voices achieving positive change.

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
To advocate all means to improve and enhance services, systems and practices for
consumers in the ACT by


discovering and promoting the collective voice;



facilitating and supporting consumer participation at all levels of decision-making; and



ensuring a commitment to consumer driven recovery.

VALUES


Empowerment



Respect



Courage



Social justice



Meaningful inclusion

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Our guiding principles reflect our values of empowerment, respect, courage, social justice and
meaningful inclusion. They also reflect what our Board, members and staff expect of each
other in their work together and how we work with others in representative, advocacy and
collaborative capacities.

Value of lived experience
Open dialogue and advocacy
Increased self-awareness
Consumer-driven recovery
Ensure social justice and human rights are upheld
Sense of community
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CHAIR’S REPORT
This year marks both the 20th year since the Network’s incorporation and my 5th year on the
Network Board. The latter means that I will be handing over to a new Chair for the 2019-20
financial year. The position of Chair is a demanding and rewarding one, which I am sure the
new Chair will take on with enthusiasm and skill. This is true of all the roles available at the
Network – whether the role is as a voluntary board member, consumer representative, cofacilitator or any of the many ways in which lived (and living) experience is incorporated into
the Network’s functions at all levels.
This year has again seen changes in the mental health landscape, both locally and nationally.
As ever, the Board has managed the strategic governance of the organisation in the context
of these changes. I would like to acknowledge the work that the Board undertakes, which
goes beyond attending and participating in scheduled Board meetings. Outside of these
meetings, each Board member uses their expertise in governance and in other areas to
support the organisation, and I am grateful to them for their contributions at every level.
I would also like to thank Dalane and the Network staff for their excellent work this year. They
have admirably met the day to day requirements of their roles while at the same time
navigating both internal and external changes. The Network’s staff reaffirm for me annually my
belief in the power of a group of dedicated people, whatever their number.

Terri Warner
Chair
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FINANCE REPORT
The auditor’s report, indicating the Network’s financial position for the 2018-2019 financial
year, is located at the rear of this report.
The Network finished the year with a small deficit of $5,327, which was better than expected.
The Board had originally allowed for a larger deficit to enable the introduction of an
administrator to support the program coordinators whilst also supporting a consumer to reenter the workforce, but cost of this role was largely able to be covered without accessing any
of our saved funds.
Additionally, the Network purchased some new furniture to allow more training sessions and
meetings to be held in the Members Area, offsetting the cost we usually spend on external
venue hire. The cost of this expenditure was almost fully offset this year through not having
to hire many rooms, and this will continue to be a cost saving to us for many years to come.
Members funds at the end of the period totalled $89,948, which is predominantly funds that
are required for the continued operations of the organisation, rather than funding available for
projects and other activities we would like to do. We will continue to look out for suitable
funding sources to develop programs and other supports for consumers.
The Board and Auditor are in accord that the Network retains sufficient funds to meet
contingencies.
We thank our primary funding body, ACT Health, as well as other providers and our
community partners for their continued support of our valuable work for consumers and the
broader community.
We commend Dalane for successfully managing the Network’s business and projects within
budget parameters, and for working collaboratively with the Board in financial decision
making.
ACT Mental Health Consumer Network Board
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EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT
This year marks 10 years of service at the Network for me. I have been blessed with an
amazing, professional staffing team who work very hard to meet the Network’s strategic
goals—particularly over these past few years.
It also marks five years’ dedicated service of our Chair, Terri Warner, and Secretary, Dianna
Smith who have both worked tirelessly in their respective roles and are due for a much
needed break from the Board. The Board this year were a highly committed group of
professionals who have supported and worked hard on several matters of importance,
including our accreditation review which is scheduled for November 2019. The staffing team
and I are always highly appreciative of our Board and their approachability and
professionalism, whilst often juggling many hats in the organisation.

I’m pleased to report that after much lobbying in many places we were advised we would
receive recurrent funding to deliver and further develop the My Rights, My Decisions (MRMD)
training to educate consumers and the broader community on consumer rights under the
Mental Health Act 2015 (ACT). Through this program, consumers are also supported to start
thinking about the things that are important to them with respect to treatment and other
matters, such as care of children and pets when they become unwell.
Our permanent staffing team remained stable throughout the year, however Jennifer Nixon
and Purity Goj both commenced extended periods of leave at or around the end of the year.
Valan Phoenix has continued to be a strong administrator for the Network for the past seven
years, Petra Kallay has been with us over five years now and developed yet another internal
training course this year despite her small number of hours, and Pema Choden finished her
extended yearlong contract in June—moving onto another role. We will have a packed year
coming in 2019-20 with new staff on board and many sector changes to manage, but I am
confident that the team will continue to move from strength to strength together. Jennifer
Adams was also based in our offices, delivering the MRMD training to consumers and sector
staffing through her role in Canberra Health Services.
I’d also like to thank our dedicated volunteers who work incredibly hard in their various roles
as Consumer Representatives, Co-facilitators, Mentors and members of groups such as the
Policy Reference Group and 20th Birthday Working Group. In addition to these roles we
sometimes have volunteers who work in individual roles and this year we had Allegra Senior
join us as Drop-In Volunteer through Volunteering ACT. Thank you all for your much
appreciated service.
Dalane Drexler
Executive Officer
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MICHAEL FIRESTONE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Every year the Network, in tandem with the Mental Health Month Awards, proudly administers
and presents the Michael Firestone Memorial Scholarship.* This scholarship is awarded in
the memory of Michael Firestone who was both a colleague and member of the Network.
Recognising mental health consumers who are furthering their education, the Scholarships
are awarded to cover general education expenses such as computers, course-text and course
fees.
In 2018, two Michael Firestone Memorial Scholarships were awarded including one to Sian
Jackson who was nominated for a scholarship to assist her to purchase equipment required to
undertake further studies in circus performance. We would like to congratulate the two 2017
Scholarship Winners and wish them all the best for their future studies and endeavours.

Shane Rattenbury, Minister for Mental Health presenting Sian Jackson with her
Michael Firestone Memorial Scholarship

* The Network also administers and presents the David Perrin Award and the Reciprocity Award as part
of the Mental Health Month Awards
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COMMUNITY EDUCATION PROGRAM REPORT
The Community Education Program consists of our core courses (Self-Advocacy and
Consumer Representation Training), which help our members develop skills needed for
systemic change and consumer representation on committees.
Over time, we have also designed other training to support needs identified by our members
(e.g. we now have courses about the NDIS, co-facilitation and mentoring). The last two in
particular give eligible members an opportunity to further develop their skills and use their
knowledge and lived experience in various volunteer roles.
The focus of the Community Education Program throughout 2018 –2019 was:


Exploring ways to include the lived-experience and knowledge of our members in the
development and delivery of training.



To support our co-facilitators in their role



Developing administration procedures that could make it easier to administer the
Community Education Program effectively

Petra worked remotely between July and November 2018. A huge thanks to Terri Warner and
our co-facilitators who supported the delivery of training over this time.
During some of the time Petra was away, she was able to concentrate on updating and editing
the training resources, and developing the Mentoring training.
Co-design and Valuing Lived Experience
The Network values lived experience and feels that it’s important to give our members
opportunities to develop new skills and be involved in different activities. Some ways that we
do this is:


Including consumers in identifying training needs and the design and development of
training



Including their knowledge and tips as part of course content (e.g. print and video
resources)



Providing training for our members to use their knowledge and lived experience as
consumer representatives, mentors and co-facilitators

How we did this in 2018-2019:


Held regular discussion groups to promote the Network’s commitment to co-design.
These were an opportunity for members to contribute to the content of training and give
feedback about the training outline and resources. The Self-Advocacy and Consumer
Representation Training resources were updated to include more input from consumers
and Network members.
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Held discussion groups to help with the design and development of Mentoring Training.



Held discussion groups to help us plan the approach and content for a training video
resource project.



Held a series of interviews with our members and external stakeholders that were
professional videoed. The interviews will be used for the promotion, and as part of My
Rights, My Decisions, Mentoring, Co-facilitation and Understanding the NDIS courses.
The video interviews were recorded on 27 and 28 June, and we were able to record
interviews with 17 different people!



Facilitated Consumer Representation, Co-facilitation and Mentoring Training to help our
members develop skills for volunteering in these roles.



Included co-facilitators with lived experience for Community Education courses. Some of
our co-facilitators have also had the opportunity to facilitate training sessions

Co-Facilitators
Currently the Network has 13 qualified Co-facilitators, of these nine co-facilitated training in
2018-2019. Two of these also have facilitator experience.
An additional feature of 2018-19 have been Co-facilitator Quarterly Catch-ups. These are an
opportunity for our Co-facilitators to exchange information, review and develop their skills, and
celebrate their contribution to the Community Education Program. As a result of input from
Co-facilitators, one of the activities during these catch-ups is to take turns in facilitating short
activities as a refresher!

Self-Advocacy and Consumer Representation Training
These courses continue to be a strong source of new membership as well as providing
excellent skills and support for consumers who participate.
Some of the training was facilitated by Terri Warner, along with those who had just completed
the co-facilitation training. This provided an opportunity to practice the skills learned during the
course in their new co-facilitation role.
Understanding the NDIS Training
Understanding the NDIS training continues to be a popular course. For many participants, this
has been the first Network event they have attended.

Mentoring Training
This course has been a while in the making! The pilot of the Mentoring Training was held with
seven experienced Consumer Reps participating. This was an opportunity to trial the training
outline and activities which were developed based on Discussion Group and surveys with our
Members/Consumer Reps.
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The training participants commented that the training was effective at building a new mentor’s
confidence to start mentoring. There was lively discussion including the importance of the peer
experience in mentoring. The comments and feedback collected will help us to finalise the
training activities and contents/outline. This will be a one day course and from now on, a
requirement for new mentors
2018-2019 Active Community Education Co-Facilitators


Bianca Rossetti



Chris Corcoran (Also Facilitator)



Elizabeth Moran



Evalyn Smith



Graham Jackson



Jenny Adams



Julia Bocking



Terri Warner (Also Facilitator)



Thi-Nha Tran

Petra Kallay
Community Education Coordinator
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POLICY AND PROJECTS PROGRAM REPORT
Safety for consumers and health professionals
Ensuring the safety of consumers and health professionals touches a lot of work the Network
has undertaken this year. Two of the major issues are Canberra Health Services’
lack of progress in addressing ligature points, and the development of an Occupational
Violence Strategy.
Restrictive practices are a further concern. The Network sees Safewards as an answer to
many of these issues. Safewards is an evidence-based clinical model developed in the UK to
promote safer, less coercive practices in mental health care and to reduce incidents of conflict
involving consumers and staff.
The Network met with a senior practitioner to discuss restrictive practices in October 2018.
We also met with the panel of the Independent Review into Workplace Culture within ACT
Public Health Services and the Network subsequently made a formal submission (Nov 2018).
At the meeting and in the submission the Network raised consumers’ concerns about the
increasing rates of seclusion and restraint, and the fishbowl effect of the reception area at the
Adult Inpatient Mental Health Unit. The Network recommended


the Safewards model to reduce restrictive practices and increase safety for all at
inpatient units; and



that the My Rights, My Decisions project be adequately funded and implemented
through ACT Health Services and ACT Health Directorate.

Quarterly Forums
Together, the Mental Health Community Coalition ACT, Mental Health Carers Voice and the
Network ran two forums on topics of interest to consumers:


Office for Mental Health and Wellbeing (Mar 2019); and



Safewards (Jun 2019).

Police, Ambulance and Clinician Early Response
The Network has been invited, alongside Carers ACT and MHCC ACT, to participate in the
planning and design work for a Police, Ambulance and Clinician Early Response (PACER)
service to better support people experiencing acute mental health episodes. This will focus on
designing an integrated service model, which brings together police, ambulance paramedics
and mental health clinicians to support the safe assessment and treatment of people
experiencing acute mental health episodes. It aims to minimise both avoidable hospital
presentations and contact with the justice system for people with mental health conditions.
This is a welcome budget initiative and we look forward to organising opportunities for mental
health consumers to contribute into the design of PACER.
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Peer workers
The Network made a successful submission to the Office for Mental Health and Wellbeing,
and we received $10,000 to host PeerZone training in Canberra. PeerZone is a peer-led,
mental health workshop that provides resources and strategies to benefit others experiencing
mental health distress. These workshops are facilitated by certified PeerZone educators with
their own lived-experience, each group uses discussion and activities to explore mental health
and find strategies to help manage day to day life. Participants who complete the training can
then be registered for two years to provide training to others. The training will be delivered in
the next reporting year.
ACT Regional Mental Health and Suicide Prevention Plan
The Network is a member of the ACT Regional Mental Health and Suicide Prevention Plan
Working Group coordinated by Capital Health Network (CHN). A public consultation was held
in late August 2018. However, little progress was made so there is little to report. We expect
to see progress over the coming months.

Kathryn Dwan
Program Manager (temp)
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CONSUMER REPRESENTATIVE PROGRAM REPORT
The Consumer Representative Program is the Network’s foundation activity for advocacy
within the ACT health system. Consumer representation is core to ensuring that the consumer
voice is heard during policy development and project and service design across ACT Health
Committees and non-ACT Health related committees. During the 2018-19 year 16 Consumer
Representatives actively represented the consumer voice on 32 committees. Across the year
50 members maintained their eligibility to be Consumer Representatives.
The Network offers thanks to active, eligible and outgoing Consumer Representatives over the
2018-19 year for their ongoing systemic advocacy. Their efforts ensure that the consumer
perspective is at the forefront of mental health forums, working groups and committee
discussions. Consumer representation continues across the ACT Health Directorate and nonACT Health committees with organisations such as the Capital Health Network and ACACIA:
ACT Consumer and Carer Research Unit Advisory Group.
The Network’s advocacy included working closely with Canberra Health Services and Carers
ACT to address concerns regarding the operation of two committees, Seclusion Restraint and
Review Meeting and the Consumer and Carer Feedback and Quality Committee. This
included consumer representation at the Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) workshop and the
workshop ultimately led to the Network working with the Mental Health Forum and Mental
Health Consumer and Carer Caucus requesting broader consultation regarding the potential
introduction of CCTV in patient areas.
A priority of the Consumer Representative Program during the year included the Network’s
Strategic Plan priority ‘Grow, promote and support the CRP’. A Draft Terms of Reference was
developed to support Consumer Representatives and the ongoing administration of the
Consumer Representative Forums. As part of governance processes all active consumer
representatives signed a Pledge of Confidentiality ensuring confidentiality is maintained at
Consumer Representative Forums.
New committees in 2018-19


ACT Lifespan Steering Committee



Adolescent Mental Health Unit (AdMHU) Working Group



Canberra Health Services (CHS) Occupational Violence Strategy Committee



Clinical Safety and Quality Committee



Organisational Wide Mental Health Working Group



Recognising and Responding to Acute Deterioration Committee



University of Canberra (UCH) Facility Wide Operational Meeting
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I would like to extend our sincere thanks to our active Consumer Representatives for 2018-19
who were as follows:
Rose Beard

Chris Corcoran

Peter Dwyer

Jane Grace

Patricia Green

Michael Hausch

Graham Jackson

Adele Lewin

Deahnne McIntyre

Matthew Martin

Bianca Rossetti

Robert Pedlow

Thi-Nha Tran

Evalyn Smith

Terri Warner

Paul Thompson
5 Years’ Service Award
This year the Network recognised Thi-Nha Tran for her outstanding contribution to consumer
representation over the last five years on 12 committees. Thi-Nha received the 5 Years’
Service Award and continues to represent the consumer voice on the AAMHS Clinical
Governance Committee and the Recognising and Responding to Acute Deterioration
Committee.
The Network extends thanks to Evalyn Smith who retired in early 2019 following five years as
an active Consumer Representative. Evalyn continues to participate in other Network
activities.
2018-2019 COMMITTEES


Adult Acute Mental Health Service (AAMHS) Clinical Governance Committee



ACACIA: ACT Consumer and Carer Research Unit Advisory Group



Access and Acute Collaborative Engagement Forum (renamed Collaborative
Engagement Forum)



ACT Lifespan Steering Committee



Adolescent Mental Health Unit (AdMHU) Project Control Group



Adolescent Mental Health Unit (AdMHU) Working Group



Adult Community Model of Care Operational Readiness Working Group



Adult Mental Health Service (AMHS) Collaborative Engagement Forum



Adult Community Mental Health Model of Care Steering Committee



Adult Community Mental Health Services (ACMHS) Physical Health Steering Group



Canberra Health Services (CHS) Occupational Violence Strategy Committee
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Clinical Safety and Quality Committee



Cohort Study Reference Group: Support Requirements and Accommodation Options for
People with High and Complex Needs



Consumer Handouts Committee



Consumer and Carer Feedback and Quality Committee



Detention Exit Community Mental Health Outreach Program Partnership Committee



Dhulwa Mental Health Unit Seclusion, Restraint and Use of Force Committee



Mental Health Alcohol & Drug Justice Health Integrated Care e-Record (MAJIC-eR)
Advisory Committee



Mental Health Act 2015 Implementation Evaluation and Monitoring Committee Meeting



Mental Health Justice Health and Alcohol and Drugs Services (MHJHADS) Clinical
Governance Committee



MHJHADS Corporate Governance Committee



MHJHADS Mental Health Act 2015 Implementation Evaluation and Monitoring
Committee



MHJHADS Mortality and Morbidity Committee



MHJHADS Policy, Procedure and Guideline Development and Review Committee



Mobile Dental Clinic Van User Group



Recognising and Responding to Acute Deterioration Committee



Recovery College Steering Committee



Seclusion and Restraint Review Meeting



Standard 2: Partnering With Consumers/Patient Experience Network Group



University of Canberra Hospital (UCH) Facility Wide Operational Meeting



UCH Facility Wide Operational Working Group

Isobel Shearman
CRP Coordinator (temp)
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PEER EDUCATION REPORT
The Network’s My Rights, My Decisions (MRMD) education program was funded by Mental
Health Justice Health and Alcohol and Drugs Services (MHJHADS) throughout most of the
2018-19 year, although the Education Officer, Jenny Adams, was predominantly situated in
our office.
Since the program’s launch in June 2018, Jenny HAS worked hard to educate consumers,
carers and workers in the mental health sector about the program and related form kit. This
included workshops for Mental Health Foundation, Woden Community Service, Wellways,
ACTCOSS, Carers ACT and other organisations, as well as MHJHADS staff. Further sessions
for carers, to be held in the evening, are being planned, and we have also had interest from
CatholicCare.

The inclusion of speakers from ACT Disability, Aged and Carer Advocacy Service (ADACAS),
Legal Aid ACT and the ACT Human Rights Commission are always well received, with
consumers commenting that it made these organisations feel more accessible if they are
needed in the future.
On 5 December 2018, the My Rights, My Decisions program was announced as the winner of
the Person-centred category of the Quality in Healthcare ACT Awards 2018. This is a real
testimony to the collaborative approach in developing My Rights, My Decisions, which
encompassed several consumer forums and input from ACT Health, ACT Disability, ADACAS,
ACT Human Rights Commission, Legal Aid ACT and Carers ACT. The Network proudly
displays this award in its office.

My Rights, My Decisions (MRMD) training continued to have an overwhelmingly positive
response from both ACT Health staff and consumers. However as the training has
progressed, it has unearthed considerable issues with respect to the implementation of the
program within ACT Health. For example, it was identified that Emergency Department staff
do not have access to MAJIC-eR, the mental health system that will contain alerts indicating
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when consumers have MRMD forms in place. This being the case, it needs to be resolved
how ED staff can identify a consumer with MRMD. Another example is how Crisis Assessment
and Treatment Team (CATT) staff would identify consumers with MRMD and incorporate this
into their procedures so that dependents and pets can be looked after at the appropriate time,
according to the consumers’ wishes. In addition, it was difficult to engage Adult Mental Health
Unit (AMHU) staff in training as only 30 minutes per session was allotted and participants
often needed to leave the room due to needs on the ward. This left much uncertainty as to
whether AMHU staff absorbed the necessary information for effective implementation.

A small group of My Rights, My Decisions Consumer Training participants

Many of the issues raised by training participants remain unresolved at the time of writing,
causing difficulties with implementation. We are hopeful that this situation will improve shortly
so that training can recommence and the important work of the program can continue.
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NATIONAL MENTAL HEALTH CONSUMER AND CARER FORUM REPORT
Three-year operational funding for the NMHCCF (1 July 2019 – 30 June 2022)
Core funding provides financial security for the National Mental Health Consumer and Carer
Forum (NMHCCF) and enhances forward planning. Increased funding will allow for the third
face-to-face meeting to continue and for project work. Current project work is being done out
of session and without extra resources.
Request for additional funding
The NMHCCF has requested additional funding to meet the increasing demand for informed
representation and input national reform. Specifically, the NMHCCF requires additional
funding to commence co-design activities. (NB The 2017 evaluation of the NMHCCF
recommended initiating a process to co-design a new and strong national mental health lived
experience voice.) The NMHCCF also require extra support to progress important policy and
projects in line with mental health reform activities. The support being sought is a part-time
policy officer in additional to the existing NMHCCF secretariat staff.
Operational funding to include Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander consumer and
carer representatives on the NMHCCF
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander representation on the NMHCCF will support the priorities
and actions in the Fifth Plan related to improving Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander mental
health and suicide prevention and recognising the importance of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander leadership in building better mental health services.
Request for Forum members to increase contribution
For the last 11 years, NMHCCF operational funding has only increased in line with inflation.
Therefore the Forum is requesting an increase from each state and territory per year for the
next three years. The additional funding will cover operational activities, projects, engagment
in national reform activities, a co-design workshop and staffing.
Operational Guidelines Working Group
The Working Group has been set up to ensure the Forum is undertaking the activities the
Forum was set up to undertake. The Forum understands the need to maintain relevance not
only with the active mental health community but all sectors of the community which make up
states and territories. Adjustment of the guidelines aims to do this.

Forum Members Engagement Working Group
The Working Group is focused on linking the operational guidelines, and marketing and
communication plan with the engagement of Forum members. It aims to identify the issues
and needs of members for effective, efficient and economical participation with the Forum.
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Productivity Commission Mental Health Inquiry
The Forum received a presentation from Dr Stephen King, the Productivity Commissioner on
the effectiveness of mental health service provision in Australia.
Housing
Lack of housing is a primary challenge, as individuals without stable accommodation are
unable to access health services and unable to gain lasting employment. Furthermore,
individuals who are residing within mental health units or gaol find it difficult to access
accommodation. Therefore, it is unsurprising that the most vulnerable, individuals without
accommodation, exhibit high rates of recidivism.
Education programs

There is no evidence as to whether mental health education in school programs are effective.
The Commission believes that programs need to be evaluated against results to determine
effectiveness. In addition, the term resilience is over used in the community and has been
misused. Such terms need re-evaluation as it may mean different things to different people.
Service co-payments
The Commission spoke at length on the ineffectiveness of co-payments in relation to
psychological services for individuals. If an individual is requiring two appointments the
individual must pay twice. This restricts access for the most vulnerable lower socio-economic
community, and may result in further deterioration of their mental health. Mental health
systems are designed and based on a physical model as such have systematic internal failure
due to the episodic nature of mental health events.
Psychology graduates
Third year students of psychology face significant barriers to enter the profession even though
they represent a significant proportion of graduates. The extensive requirements for
supervision are preventing new entrants. The psychology industry has a vested interest in
reducing the number of new entrants to keep fees high and quarantine government support
payments increasing the psychologist’s income.
Workers compensation
Claims for workers compensation connected to mental health are increasingly denied as the
insurer is identifying external causes, outside the workplace, as the cause of the mental
illness. Many claims are being made with a significant majority rejected creating further mental
health issues for individuals.
Matthew Martin
ACT Consumer Representative on the NMHCCF
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ADMINISTRATION AND INFORMATION REPORT
As reported in the 2018 Annual Report, the Network engaged DevApp to provide support
for our website and CiviCRM database needs. Due to a hack attempt on our old website,
the Network took our website offline, with DevApp producing a new basic website for us in
time for the My Rights, My Decisions launch in June 2018. Work continued following this
to repopulate our website, including introducing more interactive elements such as
training registrations etc. and finally being able to include items such as video files, which
can be viewed on the Community Education page. Since the introduction of this
interactivity, the Network has been receiving communications from members and the
community via an online Contact form. In February we had received a notification via our
website regarding the accessibility of the website for people with vision impairment. Our
website had no (or compatible) screenreader, which pointed out that we were in violation
to Disability Discrimination legislation. DevApp was contacted to rectify this issue, with a
screenreader plug-in being purchased and installed.
As also previously reported, the Networks database underwent a major upgrade. Due to
the amount of time and cost involved to fully replicate the previous version, some
elements such as Event entries etc. was not migrated over. Conducted over the
remainder of 2018, with the assistance of the Program Administrator, the relevant data
was manually repopulated into the new version of CRM.
Late in the previous financial year, the Network was contacted regarding our phone
services and if there was anything that we required. This provided an opportunity to
ascertain whether the Network could begin reducing communication costs by switching to
a VoIP service. Coming into the following financial year, this capability was investigated
and deemed improbable with our current system. Following this, the Network began using
our mobile phones to make outgoing calls, which has seen a slight drop in communication
expenses.
Further upgrades of old PC desktops to laptops were made in late 2018.
Val was on extended leave from mid-October 2018 to complete full-time studies then
taking some Long Service Leave, returning in February 2019. Administrative tasks within
this period were divided amongst remaining staff members.
In February 2019 Allegra (Allie) Senior joined us as a Drop-In volunteer along with a
support person. Allie’s role is to assist people during Drop-In in finding out information
etc., as well as organising special Drop-In events and occasionally undertaking some
administrative tasks.
Mental Health Month
Due to the success of our event for Mental Health Month in 2017, the Network again held
‘A Beary Lovely Morning’. As expected, this event quickly became fully booked out, with a
waiting list being required.
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Planning for the Network’s 2019 Mental Health Month event began in early March 2019. As
2019 marked the Network’s 20th anniversary since Incorporation. In partnership with This Is
My Brave Australia (TIMBA), the Network began planning a TIMBA-style performance titled
‘This Is Our Brave’. A Working Group of staff and members was established to undertake the
planning process. Deahnne McIntyre began developing a Project Plan for the event as part of
her Certificate IV in Mental Health placement that outlines all of the requirements in
developing the event for members to work towards.
For this performance, we were looking for members and associates from all diversities who
have been involved with the Network from different points in the Networks’ history to tell their
story. The stories that we were looking for include:


Being a part of the Network and how this connection has contributed to your recovery
journey;



Instances where this connection had helped to facilitate a success in your life; and



As an associate of the Network or a Network member, how this has had an impact in
your life?
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Auditions were scheduled to be held in early July 2019, but due to a low level of audition
bookings, the decision was made to discontinue with this event and begin planning a new type
of event was made in June 2019.

Valan Phoenix
Administration Coordinator
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